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Abstract:

As supply chains have become more complex, global, and lean, their vulnerability to disruptions has increased
significantly. Recent high-profile disruptions (super storm Sandy, vaccine shortages, factory fires) have captured public
attention, but smaller-scale events (machine breakdowns, supplier stockouts, inclement weather) can also disrupt
supply chain operations. In fact, a recent study showed that approximately 75% of companies surveyed worldwide
experience disruptions in a given year. Moreover, supply disruptions are rarely localized; rather, they have a cascading
effect through the system. In fact, the same study showed that over 40% of disruptions originate further upstream than
the immediate supplier. Despite this, the academic literature on inventory management under the threat of supply
disruptions has largely focused on single-stage inventory models derived from the EOQ, newsvendor, and other classical
models. In this talk, we discuss recent work on multi-echelon inventory models. We consider fundamental network
structures such as assembly and distribution systems and present properties of effective inventory policies. We also
discuss heuristics for solving these inherently difficult, nonlinear problems. Finally, we discuss managerial insights that
can be obtained from these quantitative models.
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